PSC REF#:378158
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin
RECEIVED: 10/25/2019 11:22:24 AM

BC Organics LLC
August 30, 2019
Focus on Energy / Aptim
Attn: Erinn Monroe
1 South Pickney
Suite 340
Madison, WI 53703
Subject: Revision Request for PSC Incentive Grant Docket 5-FE-100
Erinn,
On May 20th, 2019, BC Organic’s application for a conditional use permit in the Town of
Holland was denied. Due to the denial, the project site was moved from the original location on
the southwest corner of Lamers Clancy Road and Old 57 Road to a new location on Mill Road
which is 1 mile north of the previous location. The new location is on land owned by one of the
project participants and a lease agreement was executed with them for the new parcel of land. A
map showing the new location in relation to the original location is attached in Exhibit A. BC
Organics is requesting approval of the PSC to move the site from the original location to the new
location.
The new site is still located in close proximity to the two largest participants, Wiese Brothers
Farm and Country Aire Farms. It will still allow for the manure from both of these participants
to be pumped to the site. Brown County owns the land between the new site and Country Aire
and will allow the project to have an easement along the east side of the ATC easement which
runs along the west side of their property. We have discussed the encroachment on the ATC
easement with ATC and they will allow the encroachment as long as all the piping and cleanouts
are located below grade. The letter from ATC confirming these discussions is included in
Exhibit B.
Moving the project site has little impact on the overall budget, but has a significant impact on the
project schedule. The move will require re-engineering and re-permitting of the project. This
will delay the project by almost a year. We have started the engineering process for the new site
and are currently re-applying for most of the permits. We are also in the process of requesting a
conditional use permit from the Town of Wrightstown. We are currently scheduled to complete
the engineering for the new site by the end of September and the Town Board has scheduled a
meeting on September 11th to vote on the conditional use permit. Due to the change of the
project site, we are requesting an extension to the project schedule as follows:
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Project Timeline
Task
Original
Quarter/Year
Completion Date
1. Permitting
Q1/2019
2. Engineering
Q2/2019
3. Pre-Construction Services
Q2/2019
4. Construction
Q2/2019
5. Commissioning
Q4/2019
Estimated Project Completion Date
October 1, 2019

Revised Quarter/Year
Completion Date
Q4/2019
Q3/2019
Q1/2020
Q2/2020
Q4/2020
March 1, 2021

The zoning ordinances in the Town of Wrightstown allow for a communal anaerobic digestion
system as long as it only processes manure.

With the elimination of the substrates, additional manure will be needed to replace the substrates
in order to maintain the overall project economics
With the addition of these farms, the total project number of animal
units is 37,553 compared to 22,882 in the original response. A summary of the participating
farms and their sizes (cow numbers) are in the table below.

Dairy Operations
Wiese Brothers Farm
Country Aire Farms
New Horizons Dairy
Thompson’s Gold Dust Dairy
Wall Dairy
Brickstead Dairy

Total
Confidential Property of BC Organics LLC

Milk Cows
6,200
5,001
816
1,700
150
810

Dry Cows
920
1,022
450
250
12
130

Heifers
1,800
968
113
250
0
40

19,794

3,812

5,550
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Beef Operations
Rueden Beef - Greenleaf
Rueden Beef - Kaukauna
Rueden Beef - Outagamie
Total

Steers
850

850

Calves
500
210
710

BC Organics is also requesting to change the equipment for the water treatment system
The
supporting details for this request are located in Section 2(a).
WEC Energy Group was originally providing the funding for this project.

WEC remains a supportive partner in
the development of the project although it is no longer interested in providing the long-term
investment in the project.
Dynamic secured a loan commitment for the facility from

has also recently closed loans on anaerobic digestion to renewable natural gas
projects and are familiar with the technology, the renewable natural gas market, and pieces
necessary to complete the development and construction of a facility of this scale.
In March and April, we worked with
to complete the loan guarantee
application for the USDA 9003 Biorefinery, Renewable Chemical, and Biobased Product
Manufacturing Assistance Program. The 9003 program provides a loan guarantee to the bank for
up to 80% of the value of the loan. The program utilizes a two-phase application process. The
project was approved by the USDA in the first phase of the application process on May 17th. We
are working with the USDA on the final approval process and
on the loan closing
documentation.
Confidential Property of BC Organics LLC
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The USDA requires an independent third-party engineering firm to complete a technical
assessment of the project. This includes items such as review of the project team, gas
projections, construction drawings, permits, and evaluation of equipment vendors.
has been hired to complete this assessment. They have completed their review of the
documentation provided and have conducted site visits to
to verify the performance of the selected vendors and ensure the plant can be
integrated as proposed. They are currently scheduled to complete the technical assessment by
the end of September.
The USDA also requires an environmental assessment by an independent third-party engineering
firm.
has been hired to complete the environmental assessment and is on schedule
for completing their work by the end of September.
Finally, we have hired the law firm of
to assist with the review and execution
of all the project and loan documentation. We have weekly calls with the USDA,
, and the
lawyers to ensure the tasks and documentation for loan closing are completed as quickly as
possible. BC Organics is requesting approval of
as the financing partner for this
project.
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1. Rationale for proposed project revisions and effects on system finances.
a. BC Organics’ initial proposal indicated that substantial processing of non-dairy waste
substrates was necessary to make the process economically viable. Please explain how this
project would remain economically viable after the proposed reduction in processing of nondairy waste substrates. Provide specific calculations and assumptions to identify differences
between the projected financial outcomes of the original proposal and the proposed project
revisions.
The project secured supply of additional manure to offset the elimination of substrates.

The
updated financial projections are included in Exhibit C.
b. The proposed project revisions were submitted only by BC Organics. Confirm that other
project partners, including investors, remain committed to the project under its revised scope.
Please include letters from the project partners stating their continued commitment.
The commitment letter from
is included in Exhibit D. Please note that
the commitment letter is for
million which is more than sufficient to cover
the current budget of $66 million.
has also offered to meet with the PSC staff,
Focus on Energy, or any of the other group members to discuss their commitment to the
project.
c. Describe and quantify the effects of the proposed feed source changes on the volume and
characteristics of liquid organic fertilizer and recovered fiber produced by the system.
Quantify how these changes affect the revenue received from those sources in the context of
the overall economic viability of the project.

d. Summarize the overall costs and revenue sources of the project and identify any differences
from the costs identified in the original proposal. If costs have changed materially, describe
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the drivers of the changes. Identify whether changes in program costs change financial need
for the full $15 million award requested in the original proposal.
The portion of Focus eligible costs has increased primarily due to increases in the price
of stainless steel since the time of the original proposal. The cost of the flare also
increased since we plan to use an enclosed flare rather than a candlestick flare to avoid
potential issues with the neighbors. The cost of the interconnect to the Guardian
Pipeline decreased since the new site is closer to the interconnect point than the
previous site.
The primary changes to the Non-Focus Funds portion of the budget include

Additionally, some of the subcontractor estimates have
changed based on the new site layout and the proposed process changes. The Focus on
Energy Impact on Project table is below. The proposed changes do not affect the need
for the $15 million grant.

Total Project Cost
Equity Investment
Simple Payback – No
Grant Funding (Years)
Simple Payback with
Grant Funding (Years)
Annual Project
EBITDA

Original
$60,254,620
$45,927,525
13

Revision 1
$61,253,504
$45,253,504
14

Revision 2
$66,849,016
$48,849,016
14

6

7

7

$3,239,992

$3,336,542

$3,630,320

2. Effects on project operations.
a. The proposed project revisions indicate that the revised project would maintain “the same
project infrastructure.” Confirm whether any changes would occur to the originally proposed
equipment components, including their size, and specifically identify which changes would
occur.
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b. Identify any changes to the originally proposed facility staffing plan.
The revised plant will utilize the same operating staff as initially proposed.
c. Identify any changes to line-item cost estimates presented in Section 11 of the original
proposal. Describe the nature of and rationale for any changes, and quantify the cost
differences associated with each individual change.
See answer to question 1 (d) above for the details regarding changes to the specific line
items.
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Total Project Costs
Original Budget

Line Item Cost Description
Revision 1
Revision 2
Focus Funds Used
Budget
Budget
1. Digester System and Installation
2. Biogas Conditioning System and
Installation
3. Natural Gas Pipeline from Plant to
Guardian Transmission Line
4. Site Biogas Piping
5. Biogas Flare System
6. Interconnect Station for Guardian
Pipeline
Sub-Total
$25,487,088
$25,487,088
$26,834,220
Line Item Cost Description – NonOriginal Budget Current Budget Difference
Focus Funds
1. Site Improvements
2. Farm Manure Collection
3. Site Manure Receiving System
4. Substrate Receiving System
5. Site Process Piping and Heating
6. NCS System and Installation
7. Site Electrical Installation and
Automation System
8. Engineering and Commissioning
9. Construction Management
Sub-Total
$34,767,532
$35,766,416
$40,014,796
Total Project Costs
$60,254,620
$61,253,504
$66,849,016
d. Identify whether the proposed changes will affect the plan to process landfill gas from the
future Brown County Landfill.
The proposed changes do not affect that portion of the project.
3. Effects on manure processing.
a. The proposed project revisions report that the revised system could process up to
approximately
of manure per day. Provide calculations and assumptions to
show how this value was derived and specify how the calculations, assumptions, and final
values differ from the original proposal.
i.

Identify whether the increased manure supply comes from participating farms
identified in the original proposal or from other sources.
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1. For any sources not identified in the original proposals, identify the source of
their manure production; the current status of its relationship with BC
Organics for acceptance of the manure; and the plans for how those sources
intend to transport their manure to the system.
The farms highlighted in green are the original project participants. The ones
highlighted in red are the new project participants. All the new farms will be
trucking their manure to the facility and the trucking will be done by BC
Organics.

Dairy Operations
Wiese Brothers Farm
Country Aire Farms
New Horizons Dairy
Thompson’s Gold Dust Dairy
Wall Dairy
Brickstead Dairy

Milk Cows
6,200
5,001
816
1,700
150
810

Dry Cows
920
1,022
450
250
12
130

Heifers
1,800
968
113
250
0
40

Total

19,794

3,812

5,550

Beef Operations
Rueden Beef - Greenleaf
Rueden Beef - Kaukauna
Rueden Beef - Outagamie
Total

Steers
850

Calves

ii.

850

500
210
710

Identify whether additional transport or pumping equipment will be required to
receive the additional manure supply.
The project will need to construct additional manure pumping stations at the
additional farms and will be responsible for the trucking of the manure
between the farms and the project site.
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iii.

Identify whether additional manure storage capacity will be required to accept the
increased volume, and specify the amount and cost of additional storage capacity
required.
The volume increase in storage from the previous proposal is sufficient to
handle this increase in volume. No additional storage volume is planned to
be added at the project site.

iv.

Quantify the percentage of each participating farm’s manure that would be taken
by the system under the revised proposal. Also define the volume of treated
product returned to those farms under the revised proposal, if any. Specify
differences from the original proposal and explain why those differences have
occurred.

b. Identify whether the proposed changes would affect the “open door policy” regarding the
ability of small farms to truck their manure waste to the treatment facility in the event of
problems with capacity or weather, as stated in the original proposal.
The revised proposal does not affect the “open door policy”.
c. Quantify the amount of decrease in non-dairy waste substrate supply. Specify how the
calculations, assumptions, and final values differ from the original proposal.
he updated mass and energy balance is
located in Exhibit E.
d. Quantify the volume of dischargeable water that would be created by the system. Specify
how the calculations, assumptions, and final values differ from the original proposal.
The revised facility has the ability to create up to 25% more dischargeable water than
the previous revision. The calculations and assumptions are located in the mass balance
in Exhibit E.
4. Effects on biogas production.
Confidential Property of BC Organics LLC
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a. The proposed project revisions provide a table outlining biogas production under the
revised scope. Show how each value in the table was calculated. Specify how the
calculations, assumptions, and final values differ from the original proposal.
The calculations for the biogas and methane production can be found in Exhibit
E. The table for the Project Energy Savings is below which provides the
differences in the values for this revision compared to the previous revision and
the original proposal.

Project Energy Savings Estimates
Description

Original Design

Revision 1

Revision 2

A. Cleaned Biogas
Production from Facility
(RNG quality) (before
parasitic loads)
B. Parasitic Load –
Demand for Cleaned Biogas
Heating all digester feed
sources
C. Parasitic Load‐
Electrical Digester
equipment & production of
compressed RNG (as
equivalent therms)
D. Net Production – RNG
(before remaining parasitic
loads) A – [B + C]
Parasitic Load – Demand
for Cleaned Biogas (E, F, G,
& H)
E. Dryers for Coarse &
Fine Fiber
F. Plant Building Heat &
Hot Water
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G. Fuel Supply for New
CHP System

[not included in
design]

N/A

N/A

‐ 1,570,172 therm/yr

‐144,405 therm/yr

‐58,442 therm/yr

H. Parasitic Load –
Electrical “Non‐energy‐
related” components (as
equivalent therms)
I. Net Energy Production –
Total Facility D – [E + F +
G + H]
i.

Confirm whether final values reflect values for gas exiting the biogas
conditioning system.
The values for the MMBtu’s utilized in the financial projections are for
the gas exiting the biogas conditioning system. These values have been
reduced by
from the mass and energy balance to account for losses
in the process and downtime.

ii.

Confirm whether thermal and electrical parasitic losses have been deducted
from the values. Specify the values related to those losses.
The thermal and electrical parasitic losses have not been deducted from
the amount of renewable natural gas sold to the system in the financial
projections. The thermal and electrical parasitic loads are accounted for
in the operating cost of the facility

The thermal and electrical losses have been accounted for in the
calculation of the net energy output as shown in the table in Section 4(a).
iii.

Quantify the change to the amount of gas needed for drying and resulting
biogas production due to the increased manure volume.
The amount of biogas produced due to the increased manure volume
and the amount of energy needed for drying the solids can be found in
the table in Section 4(a). The amount of biogas produced increases by
about 25% and the energy required for drying increases by about 40%.
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b. Provide data quantifying how the proposed feed source changes will affect the
amount of residual energy available to offset purchased electricity and natural gas at
participating farms.
Similar to the original proposal and the previous revision, the plant will consume
more energy than it produces due to the parasitic loads for fiber drying and the
electricity required for the water treatment system. This is also show in the table
in Section 4(a).
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Exhibit A: Map of New Location
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New Location
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BC Organics Site
Map printed on 8/26/2019

1:9,600
1 inch = 800 feet*
1 inch = 0.152 miles*

*ori ginal page size: 8.5"x11"

Appropriate format depends on zoom level

Original Location
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This is a custom ma p crea ted by an online user of GIS map serv ices prov ided by

Brown County, Brown County WI
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Parcel ownership key

"hooks" indicate
parcel ownership
crosses a line
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Exhibit B: Letter from ATC
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MAILING ADDRESS: P.O. BOX 6113  De Pere, WI 54115-6113
STREET ADDRESS: 801 O’KEEFE ROAD De Pere, WI 54115-6113
920.338.6500 Toll Free: 866.899.3204  FAX: 920.338.6501 www.atcllc.com

July 1, 2019
Mr. Dan Nemke
Dynamic Holding, Inc.
W175 N11117 Stonewood Dr, Ste. 209
Germantown, WI 53022
*DELIVERED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL SYSTEM*
RE: PRELIMINARY APPROVAL OF PIPELINE ROUTES WITHIN 345,000-VOLT
TRANSMISSION EASEMENT CORRIDOR AFFILIATED WITH PROPOSED
DIGESTER AND NATURAL GAS LINES LOCATED IN SECTIONS 18 + 19, T21NR20E, TOWN OF HOLLAND, BROWN COUNTY, WISCONSIN.
Mr. Nemke,
Pursuant to email submittals and personal meetings, ATC is providing preliminary
approval for routes provided in said meetings.
Although preliminarily approved, further detailed plans will need to be provided for final
review and response when prepared. The north/south route within the outer eastern
edge of the 345KV line and the crossing of the gas line under the same, raise no
immediate issues or concerns per discussions thus far.
When said plans are available, review and response will be provided by ATC. If
approved, documentation will be provided for signature of the owner of the project for
recording and permanent retainment in ATC data base(s).
As well, discussed in previous meetings, the need for “as-builts” to be provided will be a
part of the documentation, should the route and installation plans be approved.

Helping to keep the lights on, businesses running and communities strong™

Thank you for your time and discussion thus far as ATC believes the deign and
engineering of this project should continue as proposed.
Regards,

Matt Ernst
ATC Real Estate
Enc
CC: Kim Aumann, ATC – T-line Specialist
Jason Henderson, ATC – Maintenance Specialist

Helping to keep the lights on, businesses running and communities strong™

BC Organics Pipeline Routing
Interconnect Location
Manure Pipelines

Natural Gas Line
BC Organics
Plant

Manure Pipelines

6/ 20/2019 7: 54: 20 AM

0
0

0.125
0.225

1:12,000

0.25

0.45

0.5 mi
0.9 km

Brown County
Brown County WI

.
maps.gis.co.brown.wi.us
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Exhibit C: Updated Financial Projections
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CAPEX
Total Project Cost

$66,849,016

Equity Investment
Focus Incentives
% Focus Dollars to Total Project

$18,000,000
$48,849,016
$0
0.0%

Simple Payback In Years

14

Mass Energy Balance
Manure Per Day (Gallons Per Day)
Organic Feedstock (Gallons Per Day)
Solids (Tons Per Day)
Disposal Gallons

0
0
‐

Biogas Production
Methane Content
Methane Generation cubic ft./day
Energy Value of Biogas Btu/day
Biogas Production cubic ft./day
D3 MMBTUs Per Year
D5 MMBTUs Per Day
D5 MMBTUs Per Year
MMBTUs Per Year
MMBTUs Per Day
20 Year Project Averages
Processing Fees
Liquid Price per ton

$0
$0.00

Gas Sales
Total Gross Revenue
Total Operations Expenses
Annual Project EBITDA

$3,630,320

Dynamic Group Confidential

BC Organics LLC With Grant Funding
CAPEX
Total Project Cost

$66,849,016

Equity Investment
Focus Incentives
% Focus Dollars to Total Project

$18,000,000
$48,849,016
$15,000,000
22.4%

Simple Payback In Years

7

Mass Energy Balance
Manure Per Day (Gallons Per Day)
Organic Feedstock (Gallons Per Day)
Solids (Tons Per Day)
Disposal Gallons

0
0
‐

Biogas Production
Methane Content
Methane Generation cubic ft./day
Energy Value of Biogas Btu/day
Biogas Production cubic ft./day
D3 MMBTUs Per Year
D5 MMBTUs Per Day
D5 MMBTUs Per Year
MMBTUs Per Year
MMBTUs Per Day
20 Year Project Averages
Processing Fees
Liquid Price per ton

$0
$0.00

Gas Sales
Total Gross Revenue
Total Operations Expenses
Annual Project EBITDA

$3,630,320

Dynamic Group Confidential
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Exhibit D:
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Exhibit E: Mass and Energy Balance Calculations
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Project Mass and Energy Balance
Project Name:
Date:
Inputs
Manure
Substrate
Totals

BCO by Farms
August 7, 2019
Cows

Heifers

Gallons/Day

Gallons/Yr.

Tons/day

0

0

0.0

0.0%
Biogas Production
Methane Content
Methane Generation
Energy Value of Biogas
Energy Value of Biogas
Energy Value of Biogas
Biogas Production
Biogas Production

Manure
cubic ft/day
Btu/day
MMBtu/day
MMBtu/yr.
cubic ft/day
cubic ft/min.

Substrates
cubic ft/day
% from Source
MMBtu/day
MMBtu/yr.
cubic ft/day
cubic ft/min.

Confidential Property of Dynamic Concepts LLC

TS (lbs/day) VS (lbs/day)
0

0

Project Mass Balance
Project Name:
Date:

BCO by Farms
August 7, 2019

0
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0

9

0

0

9

0

0

9

0

0

Dairy Project Energy Balance
Project Name:
Date:

BCO by Farms
August 7, 2019
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